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Abstract
The design optimization of flexible hydrofoils and propellers requires coupled hydrodynamic and
structural analysis to achieve truly optimal, physically realizable, and structurally sound designs.
To address this need, we develop an efficient high-fidelity hydrostructural design optimization approach that can handle large numbers of design variables, multiple design points, as well as design
constraints on cavitation, maximum von Mises stress, and manufacturing tolerances. The hydrostructural solver couples a 3-D nearly incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes solver
with a 3-D structural finite-element solver. We validate the solver by comparing the hydrodynamic
load coefficients and tip bending deformations of a cantilevered aluminum alloy hydrofoil with
a NACA 0009 cross section and a trapezoidal planform. We use a coupled adjoint approach for
efficient computation of the performance and constraint function derivatives with respect to 210
shape design variables. A single-point hydrostructural optimization of the NACA 0009 baseline
hydrofoil yields an increase of lift-to-drag ratio of 12.4%, a 2.5% reduction in mass, and a 45%
increase in the cavitation inception speed. However, the performance of the single-point optimized
hydrofoil was found to be worse than the baseline at off-design conditions. On the other hand, a
multipoint optimization yields improved performance over the entire range of expected operating
conditions with a weighted average increase in lift-to-drag ratio of 8.5%, and an increased cavitation inception speed of 38%. We compare the hydrostructural optimal result to an equivalent
hydrodynamic-only optimization, and we show that only the hydrostructural optimized design satisfies the stress constraint up to the highest expected loading condition, highlighting the need for
coupled hydrostructural optimization. The proposed approach enables multipoint optimization of
hydrodynamic performance for hydrofoils and marine propulsors with respect to detailed shape
while enforcing design constraints. This constitutes a powerful new tool for improving existing
designs, and exploring new concepts.
Keywords: hydrostructural design optimization, gradient-based optimization, cavitation,
multipoint optimization, manufacturing constraints, hydrodynamic shape optimization, hydrofoil
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A

Hydrodynamic solver residuals

S

Structural solver residuals

µf

Dynamic viscosity of water [Ns/m2 ]

νs

Poisson’s ratio

φ

Hydrodynamic adjoint vector

ψ

Structural adjoint vector

ρf

Fluid density [kg/m3 ]

ρs

Solid density [kg/m3 ]

σ

Cavitation number,

σv

von Mises stress [MPa]

σs,f

Fatigue strength [MPa]

σy

Yield strength [MPa]

A

Hydrofoil planform area [m2 ]

a

Speed of sound in the fluid [m/s]

c

Hydrofoil chord length [m]

CD

Drag coefficient, CD “

CL

Lift coefficient, CL “

σ“

Pref ´ Pvap
0.5ρf V 2

D
0.5ρf V 2 A

L
0.5ρf V 2 A

CL {CD Lift-to-drag ratio or efficiency
M
0.5ρf V 2 Ac

CM

Pitching moment coefficient, CM “

Cp

Pressure coefficient,

I

Function of interest in optimization (objectives or constraints)

Cp “

Plocal ´ Pref
0.5ρf V 2

KSσv Aggregated stress constraint
Ma

Mach number, Ma “ V {a

Plocal Local fluid pressure [Pa]
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Pref

Reference upstream hydrostatic pressure [Pa]

Pvap

Saturated vapor pressure of the fluid [Pa]

Re

Reynolds number, Re “ V c{νf

s

Hydrofoil span length [m]

tmax

Local maximum hydrofoil thickness [m]

tmax {c Maximum thickness-to-chord ratio
u

Vector of structural displacements

V

Inflow velocity [m/s]
d

Vcav

Cavitation inception speed, Vcav “

x

Optimization design variables

Acav

Cavitation constraint

Aref

Reference hydrofoil area [m2 ]

Pref ´ Pvap
[m/s]
0.5ρf Cpmin

CFD Computational fluid dynamics
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FFD

Free-form deformation

RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
1. Introduction
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Since 90% of the world trade happens by water, the energy efficiency of maritime transport
is critical to global sustainability, as well as economic worldwide growth. The latest amendments
to the International Conventional for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) mandate
an increasingly stringent Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) score for the majority of new
vessels. As per the regulations adopted by International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 2011,
new ships between 2015 and 2019 need to have an EEDI of at least 10% better than the reference
line (which is based on the efficiency of ships built between 1999 and 2009). After that, new ships
between 2020 and 2024 will be required to be 20% more efficient than the reference line, and then
ships from 2025 or later will be required to be 30% more efficient [1].
The annual fuel consumption of commercial ships in 2001 was 289 million tonnes [2]. Thus,
even a 1% fuel consumption reduction would lead to a fuel savings of 2.89 million tonnes annually,
which would significantly reduce the operational cost and reduce the environmental impact of
maritime transportation.
One of the ways to increase the efficiency of marine transportation is to improve propulsors, so
there has been an increased interest in marine propulsor design optimization. Over the last decade,
significant advances have been made in the analysis and design of marine propulsors. However,
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most of the approaches adopted in the literature either only considered hydrodynamic effects, used
low-fidelity methods, or used high-fidelity methods with few design variables.
Because propulsors exhibit complex geometries and their performance is sensitive to small
local shape changes, a large number of shape design variables is required to take full advantage
of optimization. To evaluate propulsor performance and to accurately quantify the effect of small
shape changes, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations that includes the consideration of
viscous effects and cavitation is necessary. Furthermore, because the propulsor blades can deform,
the CFD model should be coupled to a structural model to obtain the correct shapes for each
operating condition. Coupling to a structural model also enables us to enforce material yield stress
or fatigue limit constraints to ensure safe and reliable operation. These needs are also applicable
to hydrofoil design. Note that hydrofoils can be seen as simplified profiles for more complex
propeller blades, rudder, and control surfaces, and hence is worthy of investigation.
Researchers have performed hydrodynamic shape optimization of hydrofoils using potential
flow methods without [3] and with [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] cavitation considerations. Cavitation is the formation of bubbles in a liquid due to a drop in local pressure to near the saturated vapor pressure, and is
a critical driver in marine propulsor design, because cavitation can lead to significant performance
decay, erosion, vibration, and noise issues.
For at sea operations, designers should make sure that the propulsor is not only efficient, but
also has the desired cavitation characteristics over a range of lift coefficients. Brockett [4] presented
one of the first studies for optimizing hydrofoil performance while considering cavitation. Brockett
was able to find an optimized cavitation-free hydrofoil for a given design lift coefficient, minimum
thickness (based on strength considerations), for a range of lift coefficients using 2-D potential flow
theory, which assumes inviscid and irrotational flow. Eppler and Shen [5, 9] used an inverse wing
section design method based on 2-D potential flow coupled with turbulent boundary-layer theory
to design a series of symmetrical and asymmetrical hydrofoil sections with delayed cavitation
inception and separation characteristics.
Kinnas et al. [6] developed an efficient, nonlinear boundary element method (BEM) to carry
out potential flow analysis of 2-D and 3-D cavitating hydrofoils. Mishima et al. [7] used the loworder BEM developed by Kinnas et al. [10], and carried out a gradient-free optimization to find
the optimized foil geometry that minimizes the drag coefficient for a given lift coefficient and cavitation number, with constraint on the maximum cavity length and cavity volume. The influence
of viscous effects was considered by applying a constant friction coefficient over the wetted foil
surface. Only five design variables were used in their optimization study, and the method is only
valid for cases at low to moderate angles of attack due to the inviscid and irrotational flow assumption of the potential flow solver. Zeng et al. [11] developed a genetic algorithm to optimize
2-D sections with 10 shape design variables, and used a potential flow-based lifting surface (LS)
method to optimize the 2-D sections in the 3-D propeller blade design.
Besides potential flow-based optimization studies, some researchers also carried out highfidelity hydrodynamic shape optimization for hydrofoils, and marine vessels [12, 13]. They used
gradient-free optimization algorithms, which limited the number of design variables to less than 15
due to the large number of required function evaluations, compounded with the high computational
cost of high-fidelity hydrodynamic solvers.
We have recently tackled the challenge of performing high-fidelity RANS (Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes)-based hydrodynamic shape optimization with respect to a large number of shape
design variables (210) while enforcing cavitation constraints [14]. This was achieved through
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the use of gradient-based optimization algorithm together with an adjoint method that efficiently
compute the required gradients. We concluded that an efficient high-fidelity hydrodynamic shape
optimization method capable of handling large number of design variables is necessary to find an
optimal design for highly loaded conditions, where viscous effects cannot be neglected [14].
The above mentioned optimization efforts considered only the hydrodynamic performance and
assumed the lifting surfaces to be rigid. The rigid assumption might not be performance critical
for relatively stiff metallic marine propulsors with zero skew or sweep, as the propeller blade or
hydrofoil will undergo small bending deformation with negligible twisting deformation. However,
the flow-induced coupled bending and twisting deformation of propeller blades or hydrofoils with
high skew or made of light-weight and flexible material (e.g. ones made of composites) becomes
more critical, as the twisting deformation will change the effective angle of attack, and hence
performance [15]. The deformation of the flexible lifting surface can be detrimental or beneficial
for the structural performance, hydrodynamic performance, as well as cavitating performance,
depending on the design. The impact of the fluid-structure interaction on performance further
necessitates the need of coupled hydrostructural optimization for designing the next-generation
marine propulsors using advanced light weight material.
Recently, Lee and Lin [16] performed hydrostructural optimization of a composite marine propeller using a 3-D coupled LS (lifting surface)-FEM solver with a genetic algorithm to optimize
the stacking sequence of a 3-D composite marine propeller in steady, fully wetted conditions. They
considered only 12 design variables for the stacking sequence of the composite material layers, but
they did not consider the susceptibility to cavitation or material failure in the optimization. Lin et
al. [17] performed experimental studies in a cavitation tunnel for the DTNSRDC 4498 propeller
design, comparing the three different propellers: 1) original shape with quasi-isotropic stacking
sequence, 2) original shape with the optimized stacking sequence, obtained using genetic algorithm [18, 19], and 3) pre-deformed shape with the optimized stacking sequence. The optimized
propeller is designed to have torque coefficient (KQ ) equal to the original shape KQ at the design
advance coefficient (J) of 0.889. However, the experimental data showed that the torque was not
met at J “ 0.889 for the original shape with the optimized stacking sequence. Thus, pre-deformed
shape with the optimized stacking sequence was considered to be the true optimum. Results show
poor agreement between the experimental measurements and numerical predictions using a steadystate BEM solver (PSF-2) coupled with a commercial finite element solver (ABAQUS). They concluded that the pitch of the optimized propeller decreases as the loading decreases, resulting in
reduced torque and increased efficiency. However, they did not test a no-twist or a rigid propeller
for a fair comparison. Additionally, they did not consider structural integrity of the optimized
propeller or cavitation.
Motley et al. [20], Liu and Young [21], and Plucinski et al. [22] also performed hydrostructural optimization studies to optimize the efficiency of adaptive composite marine propellers, with
consideration for cavitation, fluid-structure interaction, and material stress limits. All three studies
used coupled 3-D BEM hydrodynamic solver and a 3-D finite element method (FEM) structural
dynamics solver, which was validated with experimental measurement of rigid metallic and adaptive composite marine propellers [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 15]. While the LS is slightly faster than the
BEM [16], the BEM is better at capturing the flow details at the propulsor’s leading edge and
tip, the effects of nonlinear thickness-loading coupling, as well as cavitation predictions. Motley
et al. [20] presented an integrated probabilistic design approach to minimize lifetime fuel consumption subject to cavitation and stress-based material failure initiation constraints, with consid5
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eration for the probabilistic operation profile of the vessel. Liu and Young [21] and Plucinski et
al. [22] used a genetic algorithm to optimize the stacking sequence to maximize the efficiency of
self-twisting composite marine propellers. However, since they used a genetic algorithm as the
optimizer, they only considered five design variables representing the stacking sequence for the
composite propeller material layup with a discrete set of ply angles. Moreover, previous work
on composite marine propellers have mostly focused on the optimization of the material layup
sequence, and not the propeller shape itself.
Traditionally, marine propulsors and hydrofoils have been designed to achieve optimal performance at a single or a few operating condition, such as the hump speed, the sustained speed, and
the maximum speed. However, depending on the mission objectives, loading conditions, and sea
states, a vessel may be required to operate over a wide range of operating conditions. It is also
well known that the performance of fixed geometry and fixed pitch marine propulsors can decay
rapidly for off-design conditions. Nevertheless, many designers still only design the propulsor geometry for optimal performance at a single design point, and then evaluate the performance at the
other critical operating points to ensure satisfactory performance. Similarly the structural performance evaluations is typically conducted only after the propulsor geometry is optimized based on
the hydrodynamic performance only. Such sequential design approach is adopted due to the high
computational cost associated with multipoint design and coupled fluid and structural calculations, particularly when using high fidelity methods, but this may not yield the best overall design,
particularly for the vessels with broad operational profiles and load-dependent self-adaptive propellers [15]. Motley and Young [28] carried out performance-based analysis and design for rigid
and flexible composite marine propellers. They used the same 3-D coupled BEM-FEM solver as
used by [20, 21, 22]. They concluded that it is critical to consider the full operational space when
designing or analyzing self-adaptive composite marine propellers, due to the load-dependent blade
deformation and performance. Motley and Young [28] also noted that the steady state efficiency
and power requirements of the optimized rigid and adaptive propellers are similar at the design
condition. However, the adaptive composite propeller achieves better performance in spatially
varying wake inflow, off-design conditions, and cavitating conditions than its rigid counterpart due
to the passive load-dependent pitch adaptation. They used an equivalent unidirectional fiber angle model to capture the global load-dependent hydroelastic behavior and to perform first-order
analysis to confirm the structural integrity of the optimized propeller. Kramer et al. [29] used a
probabilistic multipoint approach to optimize the diameter of two waterjets for maximum overall
system efficiency of a surface-effect ship while satisfying size and cavitation constraints. They
found an increase in the lifetime fuel efficiency for the probabilistic multipoint optimized design
compared to the single-point design. Blasques et al. [30] performed the design and optimization of
a flexible composite marine propeller. They used the derivative-free pattern-search algorithm NOMADm as the optimization algorithm. To evaluate the performance, they used a 3-D BEM solver
coupled with the commercial FEM software ANSYS. The propeller was optimized for two design
points: cruise speed and maximum speed. The results showed a combined reduction of 1.25% in
fuel consumption, and a decrease of 4.7% for the cruising speed condition for a controllable-pitch
propeller installed in a naval vessel. However, they did not consider cavitation and studied the
strength constraints separately, rather than in the optimization model. Various other researchers
also showed that the probabilistic multipoint design can lead to improved performance over the
vessel’s entire operation profile [31, 32, 28].
Most of the previous work on multipoint hydrostructural shape optimization of marine propul6
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sors has been based on low-to-medium-fidelity potential flow solvers–such as LS or BEM methods–
with only up to 15 design variables. Multipoint aerostructural optimization with respect to large
numbers of design variables using coupled CFD and FEM solver has been tackled in the aircraft
wing design through the use of gradient-based algorithms together with efficient methods for computing the required gradients by Kenway et al. [33]. They carried out the coupled multipoint
aerostructural optimization of a transonic transport wing with respect to 472 geometric shape and
structural sizing variables, subject to 57 constraints. In a more recent effort, Kenway et al. [34]
minimized the fuel burn subject to lift, pitch moment, geometric, and structural failure constraints,
yielding an 11.2% fuel burn reduction.
The overall goal of this work is to build upon our previous work on CFD-based hydrodynamic
optimization [14], and to develop the capability to perform coupled hydrostructural optimization
of marine lifting surfaces. To achieve this goal, we compute the deflected shape for each operating condition by coupling the CFD solver to a high-fidelity structural FEM solver. In addition
to the cavitation constraints, we also enforce fatigue strength constraints based on the structural
solution. There are several new contributions in this work relative to our previous hydrodynamiconly optimization [14]. First, we validate the hydrostructural solver. We had previously performed
a validation of the hydrodynamic solver for a steel alloy version of the NACA 0009 hydrofoil
without measurable deflection, i.e., it effectively behaved as rigid [14]. Herein, we perform a validation of the hydrostructural solver against experiments performed on an aluminum version of
the NACA 0009 hydrofoil, which yields measurable bending deformations [35], and is thus more
suitable for hydrostructural studies. Second, the hydrostructural coupling in the analysis allows
us to account for the different deflected shapes at each operating condition, instead of assuming
fixed geometry. Third, we show that the hydrostructural coupling is essential to ensure structurally
sound designs with the best possible hydrodynamic performance, and that hydrodynamic-only
and coupled hydrostructural optimization leads to very different geometries. The present work
also distinguishes itself from previous work on aircraft wing aerostructural design not only by the
different fluid (with much higher density and nearly incompressible), but also by using a solid
structure modeled using solid finite elements (as opposed to the thin-walled structures modeled
with shells that are typical of aircraft wings), and by considering cavitation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start by explaining the optimization
methodology in Section 2, followed by a summary of the fluid and structural models in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the validation of the coupled hydrostructural model against experimental results,
and a grid convergence study for the structural model. In Section 5, we describe the optimization
problem formulation. Section 6.1 focuses on the single-point hydrostructural optimization, while
Section 6.2 focuses on the multipoint hydrostructural optimization. In Section 6.3, we compare
the multipoint hydrodynamic-only optimized design to the multipoint hydrostructural optimized
design. Section 6.4 presents optimization results for a hypothetical morphing hydrofoil with actively controlled geometry. Section 6.5 discusses the performance comparison of various optimized
designs and presents the CPU time required to carry out various optimization studies. Finally, our
findings are summarized Section 7.
2. Methodology
To achieve the overall goal of performing hydrostructural optimization of marine lifting surfaces, we extend the previously developed framework, MACH (MDO of Aircraft Configurations
7
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with High-fidelity) [36, 33]. The MACH framework has the capability of performing static aeroelastic (aerostructural) optimization of lifting surfaces, which consists of simultaneously optimizing
the aerodynamic shape and structural sizing while accounting for structural flexibility [37, 38, 34,
39]. We recently adapted the MACH framework for hydrodynamic shape optimization of lifting
surfaces in viscous and nearly incompressible flows, with a constraint to avoid cavitation [14].
In the present work, we extend the framework for a cantilevered hydrofoil hydrostructural optimization. We now briefly describe the components of the hydrostructural optimization framework:
CFD solver, structural solver, fluid-structure coupling algorithm, geometry perturbation algorithm,
optimization algorithm, and adjoint gradient computation.
2.1. CFD Solver
The flow is assumed to be governed by the 3-D compressible RANS equations without body
forces, which can be written as,
B
Bρf
`
rρf vj s “ 0
Bt
Bxj
B
Bρf vi
`
rρf vi vj ` pδij ´ τij s “ 0
Bt
Bxj
BE
B
`
rEvj ` pvj ` qj ´ vi τij s “ 0
Bt
Bxj
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(1)
(2)
(3)

where the subscript indices i, j “ 1, 2, 3 correspond to the x, y, and z directions, respectively;
v is the velocity; ρf is the fluid density; pf is the fluid pressure; E is the fluid energy; τij is the
fluid shear stress tensor; δij is the Kronecker delta; and qi is the fluid heat flux vector. These
equations can be written in discrete form as a set of residual equations for the flow states w “
rρf , ρf v1 , ρf v2 , ρf v3 , ρf EsT ,
Apwq “ 0
(4)
The CFD solver used herein is ADflow, which is a 3-D finite-volume, cell centered multiblock solver for the compressible flow equations [40]. The Jameson–Schmidt–Turkel [41] scheme
augmented with artificial dissipation is used for spatial discretization. An explicit multi-stage
Runge–Kutta method is used for the temporal discretization. The one-equation Spalart–Allmaras
(SA) [42] turbulence model is used in conjunction with the adjoint optimizer. Garg et al. [14, 43]
implemented a low-speed preconditioner in ADflow to solve hydrodynamic problems involving
nearly incompressible flows for Mach numbers as low as 0.01. This low-speed RANS solver
was validated against the experimental measurements from Zarruk et al. [35] and verified against
commercial CFD software (ANSYS CFX) for a tapered NACA 0009 hydrofoil. ADflow includes
a discrete adjoint solver developed by Lyu et al. [44] (explained in Section 2.6) that computes
gradients suitable for shape optimization studies [45, 46, 47, 48].
To simulate the same dynamic viscosity and temperature as used in the experiments, we use
Sutherland’s law [49],
3{2
„
T
Tref ` Sref
,
(5)
µf “ µref
Tref
T ` Sref
where Tref is the reference temperature, µref is the dynamic viscosity at Tref , and Sref is the Sutherland temperature. Since Sutherland’s law is not valid for water, we modified the Sutherland’s law
8

parameters (Tref , Sref ) to get µf “ µref by setting T “ Tref . Thus, for any value of Sref we have,
„

T
Tref

3{2

Tref ` Sref
“ 1.
T ` Sref

(6)

To replicate the experimental conditions used by Zarruk et al. [35], we set T “ Tref “ 15o C, so
µf “ 1.140 ˆ 10´3 Ns/m2 .
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2.2. Structural Solver
The structural solver used in the MACH framework is the Toolkit for the Analysis of Composite Structures (TACS) [50]. TACS is a parallel, general 3-D finite-element solver for structural
analysis. The structural governing equation residuals can be written as,
Spuq “ Ku ´ F “ 0,

(7)

where u is the vector of structural displacements, K is the linear structural stiffness matrix, and
F is the hydrodynamic load vector. TACS is also able to compute gradients using an adjoint
method (explained in Section 2.6), making the cost of the gradient calculation nearly independent
of the number of structural design variables. In the present research, the hydrofoil is assumed to
be made of solid homogeneous isotropic material with linear elastic response. In addition to the
displacements, TACS computes the von Mises stress for each finite element.
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2.3. Fluid-Structure Coupling Algorithm
The CFD and the structural solvers described above are coupled in a hydrostructural solver
capable of predicting the hydrofoil deflections and forces for a given flow condition. The hydrodynamic loads (pressure and shear stresses) computed by ADflow are transferred to the structural
solver, and the displacements from the structural solver in turn dictate the deformation of the CFD
mesh. Kenway et al. [36] implemented the load and displacement transfer scheme used in this
work based on the methodology presented by Brown [51]. Rigid links are computed between each
CFD surface mesh point and the closest point on the structural model surface. The rigid links are
then used to extrapolate the displacements from the structural surface to the CFD surface. The
consistent force vector is determined by employing the method of virtual work, ensuring that the
force transfer is conservative. The integration of the forces is performed on the CFD mesh, which
are then transferred to the structure through the rigid links. The two major advantages of using
this scheme are that (1) it is consistent and conservative by construction, and (2) it may be used to
transfer loads and displacements between CFD and structural meshes that are not coincident.
To solve the coupled hydrostructural equations, the hydrodynamic analysis is first partially
converged, and the forces are evaluated. These forces are then transferred to the structural analysis,
and the corresponding displacements are computed. Thereafter, the displacements are transferred
back to the hydrodynamic analysis, the geometry and the corresponding mesh is deformed, and a
new CFD solution is found. This iterative loop continues until the coupled convergence criterion
is satisfied (when the relative decrease in both the aerodynamic and structural residuals compared
to the free-stream values is less than 10´5 ).
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2.4. Geometry Perturbation Algorithm
The free-form deformation (FFD) volume approach was used to parametrize the geometry [36].
To obtain a more efficient and compact set of geometric design variables, the FFD volume approach
parametrizes the geometric changes rather than the geometry itself. All the geometric changes are
performed on the outer boundary of the FFD volume. Changes to this outer boundary modify the
objects embedded in the volume, including the foil and the structural mesh. Deformation of the
structural mesh cause changes in the stiffness matrix of the structural model, resulting in a change
in the stiffness, resonance frequencies, and strength of the foil. Figure 5 displays an example of
the FFD control points used for our hydrofoil optimization, which is described in more detail in
Section 6.
Since the geometry is modified during the optimization using the FFD volume approach, the
CFD mesh needs to be perturbed to carry out the hydrostructural solution for the modified geometry. The mesh perturbation scheme is a hybridization of algebraic and linear-elasticity methods [36]. In the hybrid warping scheme, a linear-elasticity-based warping scheme is used for a
coarse approximation of the mesh to account for large, low-frequency perturbations; the algebraic
warping approach is used to attenuate small, high-frequency perturbations. For the results shown
in this paper, the hybrid scheme is not required, and the algebraic scheme is used because only
small mesh perturbations were needed to optimize the geometry.
2.5. Optimization Algorithm
The CFD and structural FEM solutions are the most expensive components in the hydrostructural shape optimization. Thus, for large-scale optimization problems, the challenge is to solve
the problem to the desired level of optimality with as few hydrostructural function evaluations
as possible. There are two broad categories of optimization algorithms: gradient-free algorithms
and gradient-based algorithms. Gradient-free algorithms, such as genetic algorithms and particle
swarm optimization, have a higher probability of getting close to the global minima for problems
with multiple local minima. However, these algorithms exhibit low convergence rates and require
large numbers of function calls, especially for large numbers of design variables, making it impossible to optimize with respect to hundreds of design variables [52].
To reduce the number of function evaluations for cases with large numbers of design variables,
we used the gradient-based optimization algorithm SNOPT (sparse nonlinear optimizer) [53].
SNOPT utilizes a sequential quadratic programming algorithm, and is capable of solving largescale nonlinear optimization problems with thousands of constraints and design variables.
2.6. Adjoint Gradient Computation
Effective gradient-based optimization requires accurate and efficient gradient calculations. Finitedifference provide a straightforward way to compute gradients, but they are neither accurate nor
efficient [54]. Finite-difference methods are sensitive to the step size used for the difference: If
the step size is higher or lower than the optimal step size, the errors can be significant. The
complex-step method yields accurate gradients, but it is not efficient for large numbers of design variables [54, 55]. Therefore, we use the adjoint method for gradient calculations, which
can efficiently and accurately compute gradients with respect to large numbers of design variables [56, 48, 55].
The adjoint method has been extensively used in aerodynamic shape optimization [57, 58, 59,
47], as well as structural design optimization [60, 61]. The flow adjoint solver used in this work
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was developed by linearizing the discretized PDEs (partial differential equations) using automatic
differentiation [56, 44]. This approach significantly reduces the implementation time by removing
the requirement for hand differentiation and the derivation of the adjoint boundary conditions.
For problems where the flow and structural equations are coupled, a coupled adjoint approach is
required. Martins et al. [62] proposed this coupled adjoint approach and applied it to the aerostructural design optimization of a supersonic business jet [63]. Kenway et al. [36, 33] implemented the
coupled adjoint used in this work, and will be summarized below for the sake of completeness.
The residual equations from the hydrodynamic and structural disciplines—presented earlier as
Eqs. (4) and (7)—can be combined, and the resultant residual of the multidisciplinary system can
be written as,
„

Apw, u; xq
R“
“0
(8)
Spu, w; xq
where, x consists of both the global and local design variables.
For gradient-based optimization, we require the derivatives of an objective or constraint function (the function of interest) I with respect to the design variables x. Given the dependence on
the states of the flow (w), the states of the structure (u), and the design variables (x), the total
derivative of the function of interest is
» fi
„
 dw
— ffi
BI
dI
dx ffi
(9)
“
` BI BI —
– du fl .
dx
Bx
Bw Bu
dx
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Note that the total derivatives (dw{dx and du{dx) require the solution of the governing equations,
while the partials do not.
To avoid the calculation of the total derivatives, we can use the derivatives of the residuals:
»
fi »
fi »
fi » fi
dA
BA
BA BA
dw
—
ffi —
ffi —
ffi — ffi
— dx ffi “ — Bx ffi ` — Bw Bu ffi — dx ffi “ 0,
(10)
– dS fl – BS fl – BS BS fl – du fl
dx
Bx
Bw Bu
dx
where A represent the flow residuals and S represent the structural residuals. Substituting Eq. (10)
into Eq. (9), we can eliminate the total derivatives and obtain
fi´1 »
fi
BA
BA
BA
„

—
ffi —
ffi
dI
BI
BI
BI
— Bw Bu ffi — Bx ffi .
“
´
– BS BS fl – BS fl
dx
Bx
Bw Bu
Bw Bu
Bx
loooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
»

(11)

ΨT

The adjoint method consists in solving for the coupled adjoint vector, Ψ “ rψ T
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φT sT . From

Eq. (11) we can obtain the linear system,
»
BA
—
— Bw
– BS
Bw
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fiT
BA
ffi
Bu ffi
BS fl
Bu

» fi
„
—ψ ffi
— ffi “ BI
– fl
Bw
φ

T
BI
Bu

.

(12)

These are the coupled adjoint equations governing the fluid and structural response, which need
to be solved for each function of interest, irrespective of the number of design variables. This
makes the adjoint method computationally more efficient, as usually there are large number of
design variables (ą 100), particularly for problems with complex geometry and structural or material configurations, but only limited number of functions of interest (e.g. drag coefficient, lift
coefficient, efficiency, maximum stress).
Once the adjoint variables are obtained by solving the coupled adjoint equations Eq. (12), we
can substitute the adjoint vector into Eq. (11) to obtain the gradient of function of interest with
respect to the design variables:
˙
ˆ ˙
ˆ
BI
BS
BA
dI
T
T
´φ
.
(13)
“
´ψ
dx
Bx
Bx
Bx
Kenway et al. [36] provide a more detailed derivation, including how all the partial derivatives are
computed, and how the coupled linear system is solved.
Since our structural model has thousands of finite elements, there are potentially as many
stress constraints. Enforcing stress constraints for each element would require the computation
of thousands of coupled adjoint vectors, which would be prohibitive. To reduce the number of required adjoint solutions, we use the Kreisselmeier–Steinhauser (KS) constraint aggregation technique [64, 65], which provides a conservative estimate of the maximum stress in a smooth and
differentiable manner. Using the KS technique, we aggregate the von Mises stresses to obtain a
single constraint for the entire volume of the hydrofoil, for which the corresponding adjoint vector
is computed.
3. Baseline Hydrofoil Model
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All the results in this paper are based on a cantilevered trapezoidal NACA 0009 hydrofoil
made of solid aluminum with an aspect ratio of 3.33 that has no sweep and a taper ratio of 0.5.
A photograph of the aluminum baseline is shown in Figure 1, and the geometry and dimensions
of this foil are shown in Figure 2(a). We chose this hydrofoil because experimental data for the
hydrodynamic forces and structural displacements is available from Zarruk et al. [35]. We present
the validation of our hydrostructural solver against these experimental results in Section 4. This
NACA 0009 hydrofoil provides the baseline design for all the optimizations presented in Section 6.
3.1. Fluid Model
The nominal freestream velocity is 12.4 m/s, resulting in a Reynolds number of 1.0 ˆ 106
based on the mean chord. The flow is assumed to be fully turbulent and the SA turbulence model
is used in ADflow. The CFD mesh used for all the optimization results—shown in Figure 2(a)—is
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a structured O-grid with 515,520 cells and y ` “ 1.1. The domain size is 30 chord lengths in all
directions, with boundary conditions applied as shown in Figure 2(a).

Figure 1: Aluminum NACA 0009 baseline hydrofoil used in experiments, along with the mounting arrangement [35]
(Image courtesy of Dr. Paul Brandner and Dr. Bryce Pearce of the Australian Maritime College, Tasmania).
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Figure 2: Baseline cantilevered NACA 0009 hydrofoil showing the computational domains for the CFD mesh (a,b,c),
structural mesh (d), and dimensions (c).
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3.2. Structural Model
Figure 2(d) shows the structural mesh used for the optimization results, which has 44,800
second-order isoparametric 8-node brick elements, with 7 elements along the thickness direction,
40 elements in the chordwise direction, and 160 elements in the spanwise direction. A clamped
boundary condition is enforced at the root, i.e., the displacements and rotations are set to zero for
all the nodes at the root. The red line in Figure 2(d) denotes the edges of the outer mold line that
is in contact with the water. The clamped boundary condition actually extends 20 mm beyond the
wetted boundary at the root in the experimental setup due to the use of an acrylic fairing disk to
seal the load cell from the tunnel and the associated mounting design [35]. Hence, the root of the
structural mesh is also offset 20 mm relative to the CFD mesh, as shown in Figure 2(d).
While the CFD mesh has rounded tip, the tip of the structural mesh was modeled in a square
shape. To avoid zero thickness leading and trailing edges, less than 2% of the chord is cut off
on the solid FEM model at each end. This has negligible contribution to the structural stiffness
and hence should not affect the structural response. Although the flow domain boundaries do not
coincide with the structural surfaces at the leading and trailing edges, fluid-structure coupling is
still possible due to the use of rigid links in the load and displacement transfer algorithm explained
in Section 2.3.
4. Validation
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4.1. Experimental Setup
Our hydrostructural solutions are compared to the experimental measurements conducted at
the variable pressure water tunnel at the Cavitation Research Laboratory (CRL) of the University
of Tasmania [66]. The operating velocity and pressure ranges in the tunnel are 2–12 m/s and
4–400 kPa, respectively. The tunnel test section is 0.6 ˆ 0.6 m, and 2.6 m long. The hydrofoil
was sized such that confinement effects are negligible. Four hydrofoils with identical unloaded
geometry but made with different materials were tested. The four materials are a stainless steel
alloy (SS 316L), an aluminum alloy (6061T6), and two carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP)
with different fiber orientations.
Only the results from the aluminum alloy hydrofoil are used to validate the results shown in this
work, since it is the most flexible of the metal foils. According to Zarruk et al. [35], the estimated
precision in the force measurement is 0.5%, and the incremental precision in angle of attack is
0.001o . A worst case uncertainty of 13% is reported for the tip bending deflections.
Table 1 lists the parameters used for the experiment. All the parameters (dimensions, Reynolds
number, fluid density, velocity, material of the hydrofoil) from the experiments were matched in
the numerical model, except for the Mach number. However, because compressibility effects are
negligible for Mach numbers lower than 0.1, this discrepancy in Mach number does not affect the
solution. Structurally, the hydrofoil has a solid cross section and is made with 6061-T6 aluminum
alloy, whose material properties are listed in Table 2.
4.2. Natural Frequency Validation
To ensure the accuracy of the coupled hydrostructural calculations, it is important that the
effective stiffness of the structure is the same as in the experiment, which can be verified by comparing the natural frequencies since the mass is known. The natural frequencies are also important
15
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to understand the vibration characteristics of the hydrofoil, and to avoid unwanted vibration, noise,
accelerated fatigue, and hydroelastic instability [15].
Table 1: Data for the hydrostructural validation against the experimental results [35].

Parameter
Cross section
Aspect ratio
Re
ρf
Mach
Vf (m/s)
Material
Fluid
Tf
µf

NACA 0009
3.33
1 ˆ 106
999 Kg/m3
0.008
12.4
Aluminum alloy (6061-T6)
Water
15o C
´3
1.140 ˆ 10 Ns/m2

Table 2: 6061-T6 aluminum alloy material properties.

Symbol
Description Value
Units
ρs
Solid density 2700 Kg/m3
Es
Elastic modulus
69
GPa
νs
Poisson’s ratio
0.33
–
σy
Yield strength
276
MPa
σs,f
Fatigue strength
97
MPa

Table 3 compares the experimental value for the first (spanwise bending) mode natural frequency of the hydrofoil, which was obtained in air [35], to that of two numerical computations:
one using our structural solver TACS, and the other using the commercial structural analysis software NASTRAN [67]. The two numerical results differ only by 0.1%, while the discrepancy
relative to the experimental results is 1.6%.
Table 3: Comparison between first mode in-air natural frequency from experimental results [35], and numerical results
from NASTRAN and TACS (current FEM solver). A structural mesh with 44,800 elements—as shown in 2(d)—is
used for both NASTRAN and TACS.

Experiment [35] NASTRAN TACS (current FEM solver)
Frequency (Hz)
100.0
98.5
98.4

4.3. Hydrostructural Solver Validation and Fluid Grid Convergence Study
To validate the coupled hydrostructural solver, we compare our numerical results to the experimental measurements. For Re “ 1.0 ˆ 106 , experiments were only conducted up to an angle of
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attack of 6o to avoid overloading the hydrofoil. Figure 3 compares the predicted CL (lift coefficient), CM (pitch moment coefficient), CD (drag coefficient), and δtip {s at various angles of attack
with the experimental measurements of the aluminum hydrofoil presented in reference [35]. We
used a fine CFD mesh with 4,124,160 cells and a structural mesh with 179,200 elements (shown
in red line and star symbol in Figure 3). Good agreement between the numerical predictions and
the experimental measurements is observed in Figure 3: the average difference in the lift force and
moment coefficient predictions is 3.5%. The average difference in the drag coefficient is 5.4%.
The computed tip bending deflection is non-dimensionalized with respect to the wetted hydrofoil span (δtip {s), where s “ 300 mm. The predicted deflection is compared to the experimental
values in the last plot in Figure 3. The average difference in the tip deflections is 5.5%, which is
less than the maximum experimental uncertainty (13.0%). The experimentally measured tip bending deflection is 13.36 mm at an angle of attack of 6o , while the numerical prediction is 13.44 mm.
Tip twist deflections are not compared, since the twist deflections for the aluminum hydrofoil were
too small to measure.
In Figure 3, we also compare CL , CM , CD , and δtip {s from a coarser CFD mesh (515,520 cells)
and a coarser structural mesh (44,800 elements); while Figure 3 shows that the CD is over-predicted
compared to the measured and fine mesh predictions, CL , CM , and δtip {s lie almost on top of the
measurements and the fine mesh predictions. Additionally, CD from the coarser mesh (515,520
cells) follow the same trend as the finer mesh (4,124,160 cells) and the experimental measurements.
In the hydrostructural shape optimization, we are generally more interested in the change in drag
coefficient due to optimization, rather than the actual grid converged value. Thus, in the interest
of computational efficiency, we used a CFD mesh with 515,520 cells and a structural mesh with
44,800 elements for optimization studies presented later in this paper. Additionally, as noted in
Garg et al. [14], the ADflow predictions with a CFD mesh of 515,520 cells were verified with
predictions obtained using the commercial CFD solver, ANSYS CFX, using an incompressible
uRANS (unsteady RANS) method with the k ´ ω shear stress transport (k ´ ω SST) turbulence
model with a finer mesh, and the difference in CD between the two codes was only 1.7%.
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Figure 3: Comparison between computed force and moment coefficients, and dimensionless tip bending deformation
values from two meshes, and experimental results of the aluminum NACA 0009 hydrofoil at Re “ 1.0 ˆ 106 [35].
Red line represents results from finer meshes (used for validation study) and black dashed line represents results from
coarser meshes (used for the optimization studies).
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4.4. Grid Convergence Study
To study the effect of fluid and structural mesh sizes on the hydrostructural results, we carry
out a fluid model grid convergence study with a consistent structural mesh, and structural model
grid convergence study with a consistent fluid mesh.
4.4.1. Fluid Grid Convergence Study
The convergence of the drag coefficient with number of fluid cells (N ) for Re “ 1.0 ˆ 106
at CL “ 0.48 and α “ 5.5o is shown in Figure 4. To ensure that there is no discrepancy in
hydrodynamic coefficients resulting from the structural mesh, we used a fine structural mesh of
179,200 for all the cases. We found that 4,124,160 fluid mesh cells are needed to reach convergence
of the drag calculation.
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Figure 4: The drag coefficient plotted against the grid factor (N ´2{3 ) is approximately linear (shown in the subplot
with the black dashed line) for the three finest CFD meshes, indicating second order convergence for the aluminum
NACA 0009 hydrofoil at Re “ 1.0 ˆ 106 and CL “ 0.48. 179,200 FEM elements structural mesh is used in all the
cases. The error in CD with the finest grid is 1.57%.
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4.4.2. Structural Grid Convergence Study
A structural grid convergence study is performed using six different structural mesh sizes with
25,200, 44,800, 100,800, 179,200, 691,200, and 1,638,400 FEM elements. To be consistent, a
fine CFD mesh of 4,124,160 cells is used for all the structural grid convergence studies. Table 4
compares lift coefficient, lift force, first mode in-air natural frequency, and tip bending deformation
values for the hydrostructural solutions.
The difference in tip deformation between the medium mesh with 44,800 FEM elements (highlighted in gray in Table 4) result and the experimental results is only 0.6%, which is well within
the experimental uncertainty. Thus, based on balance of accuracy and computational efficiency, a
CFD mesh with 515,520 cells and a structural mesh with 44,800 elements are selected to carry out
the hydrostructural optimizations in the remainder of this work.
5. Optimization Problem Formulation
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The design optimization problem consists of minimizing the drag coefficient by changing the
hydrodynamic shape. Constraints are imposed on lift coefficient, minimum pressure coefficient
to avoid cavitation, maximum von Mises stresses to avoid fatigue failure, and minimum crosssectional profile thicknesses at the hydrofoil trailing edge to ensure manufacturability and ease
of handling. The optimization problem formulation is detailed in Table 5. The lift coefficient is
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Table 4: Structural grid convergence study for a fixed CFD mesh with 4,124,160 cells.

Elements
25,200
44,800
100,800
179,200
691,200
1,638,400

510

CL Lift force (N) Dry natural frequency (Hz) Tip deflection (mm)
0.4880
1012.98
99.5
12.01
0.4892
1015.47
98.4
13.28
0.4891
1015.26
97.6
13.22
0.4898
1016.72
97.4
13.44
0.4896
1016.31
97.3
13.48
0.4896
1016.30
97.3
13.50

constrained to be equal to a target value, which varies depending on the case. The leading edge
position and chord length are fixed to be the same as the baseline NACA 0009 hydrofoil values.
To enforce a CFD-based cavitation constraint, we developed a formulation inspired by the
work of Kenway and Martins [34], who developed a constraint for flow separation and applied
it to aircraft wing design. Papoutsis–Kiachagias et al. [8] also developed a similar technique to
constrain cavitation in hydraulic turbomachines. First, we determine if there is cavitation at a
given location on the surface by checking if the minimum pressure is lower than or equal to the
vapor pressure, i.e., when
´Cp ě σ,
(14)
where Cp “ pPlocal ´ Pref q{0.5ρf V 2 and σ “ pPref ´ Pvap q{0.5ρf V 2 . In this work, we use σ “ 1.6,
which represents the cavitation inception condition for a vessel with an advance speed of 25 knots
(12.9 m/s) for a submerged depth of 1.0 m. We define a cavitation sensor as,
"
1 if ´Cp ě σ
χ“
(15)
0 if ´Cp ă σ
The sensor χ is defined for each and every surface location and is equal to one when there is
cavitation, and zero when there is no cavitation, which is essentially a Heaviside function. Since
a gradient-based optimizer is used, the discontinuity of this function needs to be addressed [34].
Thus, we use a smooth Heaviside function to blend the discontinuity across the CFD cells, yielding
χ“
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1

(16)
1`
The cavitation constraint is formulated as the integral of χ over the hydrofoil surface to determine
the total surface area susceptible to cavitation, i.e.,
ĳ
1
χdA
(17)
Acav “
Aref
e2kpCp `σq

A

where Aref is the planform hydrofoil area, and k is a free parameter used to determine the sharpness
of the transition. We use k “ 10 in the following results, which yields the desired behavior. In
theory, Acav should be zero, but due to the inevitable discretization errors, we used Acav ď 5ˆ10´4 .
The von Mises stresses are aggregated using the aggregation function KSσv , as previously
explained in Section 2.6. The von Mises stress is constrained from exceeding the fatigue strength
(σf ) of the aluminum alloy with a safety factor of 1.1. The fatigue strength is used because of
20

Table 5: Coupled hydrostructural optimization problem setup for the tapered NACA 0009 hydrofoil.

minimize

Function/ variables Description
CD
Drag coefficient

with respect to

subject to

FFD control points
Twist design variables
CL˚
Acav ď 5 ˆ 10´4
KSσv ď 1
tT E i ě 1.1tT Ebase

530
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Lift coefficient constraint
Fixed leading edge constraint
Cavitation constraint
Stress constraint
Trailing edge thickness constraint

Quantity
1
200
10
1
10
1
1
20

the large number of load cycles in real world operations. However, in the model scale testing, the
duration for each flow condition is limited, so the hydrofoil was tested to much higher loads in
Zarruk et al. [35], since the fatigue strength of the aluminum alloy is approximately one-third of
its yield strength.
The CFD and FEM meshes used for the coupled hydrostructural optimization were previously
shown in Figure 2. As mentioned in the previous section, we use a CFD mesh with 515,520 cells
and a structural mesh with 44,800 elements for the optimization studies presented in this paper.
Figure 5 shows the FFD control points used for optimization. We previously studied the influence
of the number of design variables on the optimized values and concluded that the optimal solution
converged with 200 FFD control points [14]. Thus, for the results shown in Section 6, we use a total
of 210 design variables—200 FFD control points (10 spanwise ˆ 10 chordwise ˆ 2 thickness),
and 10 spanwise twist design variables—as shown on the right hand side of Figure 5. The twist
design variables are defined as the angle of a given section relative to the root section, and the
angle of attack is the angle of the root cross section relative to the free stream. To ensure consistent
definition of the angle of attack when comparing the performance of the baseline and the optimized
hydrofoils at a given lift, we subtracted the twist at the root from all the outboard sections. Hence,
all the twist angles shown (in next section) are defined relative to the root section, and the twist at
the root section is taken as zero. The undeflected and deflected NACA 0009 baseline hydrofoil at
CL “ 0.65 with the von Mises stress constraints are shown on the left side of Figure 5 while the
optimization problem setup is shown on the right.
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Figure 5: NACA 0009 baseline hydrofoil undeflected and deflected shapes (left), showing von Mises stress contours at
CL “ 0.65; the hydrostructural optimization design variables (right) consist of FFD control points (red spheres) and
section twist variables.
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The trailing edge of the NACA 0009 baseline and all the optimized designs is blunt due to
physical constraints, terminating in a back-facing edge of finite thickness. To make sure that the
optimized geometry can be manufactured and easily handled, we constrained the trailing edge
thickness to be no less than 10% higher than the baseline NACA 0009 hydrofoil thickness at 20
points distributed spanwise along the trailing edge. This absolute trailing edge thickness constraint
value varies linearly from 0.242 mm at the root to 0.121 mm at the tip.
6. Design Optimization Results
We now present single-point and multipoint optimized hydrofoils, and compare their performance and geometries. We demonstrate the importance of performing coupled hydrostructural
optimization over hydrodynamic-only optimization. We also present the optimization results for a
hypothetical morphing hydrofoil to quantify the best possible gain in performance assuming active
shape morphing can be achieved.
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6.1. Single-point Hydrostructural Optimization
For the single-point hydrostructural optimization, the hydrofoil was obtained by minimizing
the drag coefficient for a single flow condition corresponding to a target lift coefficient. The design
variables and constraints are as previously described in Section 5 and are listed in Table 5. This
optimization took 12 h of wall time using 192 processors (2.60 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680V2).
Figure 6 compares the optimized hydrofoil at CL “ 0.65 to the NACA 0009 baseline. The
hydrostructural optimization reduced CD by 11.04% relative to the NACA 0009 baseline. This
figure shows the Cp distributions on the suction side 6(a), where the Cp contour for the baseline
NACA 0009 geometry is shown on the left, and the contour for the optimized geometry is shown
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on the right. To complement this visualization, we also show cross-sectional profiles at three
spanwise sections (z{s “ 0.05, 0.5, and 0.85) and the corresponding chordwise Cp distributions
on the bottom 6(d), where the baseline sectional shapes and the Cp distributions are shown in green,
and the optimized ones are shown in red.
The optimization added camber to the originally symmetric profile, which is expected for an
efficient hydrofoil at CL “ 0.65. This added camber should reduce the angle of attack necessary to
achieve the same lift. However, since the angle of attack is fixed in the optimization, the optimizer
decreased the twist of all sections instead (including root). To present a consistent angle of attack
between the optimized and baseline hydrofoils, the twist at the root of the optimized hydrofoil
(5.02o for CL “ 0.65) is subtracted from the optimized twist distribution, resulting in an angle of
attack of α “ 3.08o , compared to α “ 8.10o for the baseline hydrofoil to achieve CL “ 0.65. The
resulting twist distribution after subtracting the root twist is plotted in Figure 6(g).
Figure 6(a) shows that the baseline hydrofoil exhibits partial leading edge cavitation (where
´Cp ě σ), as indicated by the gray area near the leading edge in the planform view, which is
consistent with the high suction peak observed in the sectional ´Cp distribution in Figure 6(d).
However, the optimized hydrofoil exhibits no cavitation. The optimizer is able to satisfy the cavitation constraint by reshaping the cross section to drastically reduce the leading edge pressure
peak, avoiding cavitation. The reshaping involves adding camber, changing twist distribution, reducing the angle of attack, and increasing the leading edge radius. As shown in Figure 6(d), the
maximum negative pressure coefficient reduces from 2.1 to 1.0 for the optimized hydrofoil, which
significantly delays cavitation inception.
The delay of cavitation inception increases the cavitation inception speed, which can be estimated from the definition of pressure coefficient with the value for the vapor pressure of water,
d
Pref ´ Pvap
Vcav “
0.5ρf Cpmin
(18)
Pref “ Patm ` ρf gh,
where Patm is the atmospheric pressure, ρf is the fluid density, g is the gravitational acceleration, h
is the submerged depth, and Pvap is the vapor pressure of water at 15o C (1706 Pa). The reduction in
´Cp corresponds to a cavitation inception speed increase from 10.6 m/s to 15.4 m/s, for an assumed
submerged depth of 1 m.
As we can see in the sectional Cp plots in Figure 6(d) and the cavitation constraint convergence
history in Figure 7, the cavitation constraint was only active in the first six iterations, but not in the
subsequent iterations. Thus, we would end up with the same design even without the cavitation
constraint in this particular optimization case. The lower leading edge suction peak (or the higher
cavitation inception speed) in this case was driven by the drag minimization, and the overall design
was driven by the stress constraint.
Figure 6(b) compares the fatigue stress constraint distribution, i.e., 1.1 ˆ σv {σs,f , between the
NACA 0009 baseline (left) and the optimized geometry (right). The yellow region on the normalized stress contours for NACA 0009 baseline (left) indicate that the stress constraints are violated.
The hydrostructural optimization is able to start with this infeasible design and yield an optimized
design that satisfies the stress constraints by thickening the profile where needed. However, the
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mass of the optimized hydrofoil is still reduced by 2.5%. This is because the optimizer increased
the thickness only where needed (near the root, where the internal stresses are the highest), and
reduced the thickness where the stress constraints were not active (towards the tip), as shown in
Figure 6(f) and also in Figure 11.
Figure 6(c) compares the skin friction coefficient distributions on the pressure side. The
NACA 0009 baseline exhibits higher skin friction, especially at the leading edge.
Figure 6(e) compares the lift distribution of NACA 0009 baseline and the optimized hydrofoil
with the ideal elliptical distribution, which would have the lowest induced drag according to linear
potential flow theory. The lift distributions for the two designs are close to the elliptical distribution,
with increased tip loading in the optimized hydrofoil case. Note that the current problem setup did
not include any constraints on the tip loading condition. Figure 6(g) compares the twist distribution
(defined relative to the root section) of the NACA 0009 baseline and the optimized hydrofoil. While
the NACA 0009 baseline has no twist, the optimized hydrofoil has nose up twist from the root to
75% of the span, and nose down twist near the tip. Hence, the required angle of attack is lower for
the optimized hydrofoil than for the NACA 0009 baseline, as noted in Fig. 6(a).
Figure 7 shows the convergence history of the cavitation constraint, stress constraint, and the
objective function. This convergence history shows that the stress constraint is critical in determining the optimized design while the cavitation constraint is not.
Figure 8 compares the stress constraint values for the NACA 0009 baseline and the optimized
hydrofoil. While the baseline NACA 0009 hydrofoil violates the stress constraint for CL ě 0.35,
the optimized hydrofoil satisfies the stress constraint up to the design lift coefficient (CL “ 0.65).
Figure 9 compares the variation of the lift-to-drag ratio (CL {CD ) versus lift coefficient for both
the baseline and the single-point optimized hydrofoils. The hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil
performs better than the baseline hydrofoil for CL ą 0.3, while for CL ă 0.3, the optimized
hydrofoil performance becomes worse than the baseline hydrofoil. Since the optimization was
performed only for CL “ 0.65, the added camber reduced the performance at the lower CL values.
There is an increase in CL {CD of 12.4% at the design point (CL “ 0.65). The camber is detrimental
at lower angles of attack due to the susceptibility to leading edge flow separation and cavitation on
the pressure side of the optimized hydrofoil.
6.2. Multipoint Hydrostructural Optimization
In the previous section, we showed that the single-point optimization does not achieve a design
that performs well over a wide range of operating conditions. Therefore, a different approach is
required to obtain a design that is robust with respect to operating conditions. To achieve this, we
propose a probabilistic multipoint approach, similar to that presented by Motley et al. [20] and
Kramer et al. [29], where we seek to minimize the expected drag coefficient over a range of lift
coefficients, defined as
ż
E rCD s “ CD pCL q p pCL q dCL ,
(19)
Ω

where p pCL q is the probability density function (PDF) for the flow conditions expected in operation. In this case, we only consider CL to vary in the flow condition domain Ω, where each CL is
associated with variation in the angle of attack, and Reynolds number effects are neglected.
The expected value of drag coefficient can be computed using numerical integration with m
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Figure 6: Comparison between the single-point hydrostructural optimization result (right/red) and the NACA 0009
baseline (left/green). The optimized hydrofoil added camber (as shown in subplots (d)), reducing the angle of attack required to achieve the same lift (as indicated by the text in subplot(a)), and increasing the leading edge radius
and maximum thickness (tmax ) of the inbound portion (as shown in (f)), resulting in a drag reduction of 11.04%
and the elimination of cavitation (a). The optimization satisfied the strength constraints by increasing the maximum
thickness-to-chord ratio near the root of the hydrofoil and changing the twist distribution (as shown in subplot(g)),
while decreasing the mass by 2.5% by reducing the outboard thickness (d). The sectional pressure distribution (Cp )
and geometric profile at three spanwise section (z{s “ 0.05, 0.5, and 0.85) are shown in subplot (d).

quadrature points using midpoint integration as follows,
m
ÿ

E rCD s «

CD pCLk q p pCLk q∆CL ,

k“1
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Figure 7: Optimization history of objective function and constraints for single-point case at CL “ 0.65. While the
cavitation constraint was not active for this particular design optimization after initial 6 iterations, the stress constraint
was active for the optimized design.
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This approach results in a similar objective to the previous work done in multipoint aerodynamic
shape optimization [45, 68], and in hydrodynamic optimization of propeller and hull systems [29,
20], and can be written as,
m
ÿ
C̄D “
w k CDk
(21)
k“1

where the weights wk can be computed based on the PDF, i.e. wk “ p pCLk q ∆CL . Then, the
overall hydrodynamic efficiency is
m
ÿ
CL
η̄ “
wk k .
(22)
CDk
k“1
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To illustrate the advantage of probabilistic multipoint optimized approach over the single-point
one, we perform a five-point optimization using the points and weights listed in Table 6. Since
our hydrofoil is a canonical case, there is no specific targeted application and a real PDF of the
operating conditions does not exist. Therefore, the operating conditions and corresponding weights
in Table 6 are based on engineering experience. With the exception of the objective function, the
rest of the problem formulation for the multipoint case remains the same as detailed in Table 5.
The hydrostructural calculations and coupled adjoint calculations are carried out for each condition
in the multipoint design, and the cavitation and stress constraints are enforced for all the design
points.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the stress constraint for the NACA 0009 baseline and the single-point optimized foil for
varying lift coefficient. While the NACA 0009 baseline violates the stress constraint for CL ě 0.356, the optimized
design satisfies the stress constraint up to CL “ 0.65.
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Since the twist variables include the root twist, it is necessary to fix the angle of attack for one
of the design conditions, otherwise the problem would be under-defined. The angle of attack is
defined as the angle of the root section with respect to the original undeformed NACA 0009, which
is the same as for the optimized hydrofoil with zero twist at the root. The angle of attack was fixed
at 8.10o for CL “ 0.65, which is the same value used for the single-point optimization. The angles
of attack for the other CL values in the multipoint problem are design variables. Similarly to the
single-point optimization case, we subtracted the root twist from optimized twist distributions and
incorporated the root twist in the angle of attack. The multipoint optimization took 51 h of wall
time using 192 processors.
Figure 10 compares the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil to the single-point hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil at CL “ 0.65. The multipoint optimization leads to an increase
in overall efficiency (Eq. (22)) of 8.53% over the NACA 0009 baseline and 5.06% over the singlepoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil. Similarly to the single-point results in Figure 6, three
sets of contours are shown: the Cp distribution on the suction side for CL “ 0.65 (the performancecritical condition), the stress constraint value on the suction side for CL “ 0.75 (the strength and
cavitation-critical condition), and the Cp contour on the pressure side for CL “ ´0.15 (the pressure side cavitation-critical condition). The CL “ 0.65 pressure contours show that none of the
optimized designs exhibits suction side cavitation. As before, the optimizer eliminates cavitation
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Figure 9: Lift-to-drag ratio of the single-point optimized hydrofoil compared to the baseline NACA 0009. The lift-todrag ratio of the optimized hydrofoil is higher than the baseline for CL ą 0.3, but lower for CL ă 0.3.

in the process of reducing the drag by increasing the leading edge radius and adding camber, as
shown in the comparison of the cross-sectional shape in Figure 11.
The multipoint optimized hydrofoil thickens considerably to satisfy the stress constraints. Unlike the single-point hydrofoil, the multipoint hydrofoil mass is higher than the baseline. The
single-point optimization was able to reduce the mass of the baseline by thinning the outboard sections where the stress is lower. However, the multipoint optimization has to satisfy the stress and
cavitation constraint at a higher loading (CL “ 0.75), which requires thickening both the inboard
and outboard portions of the hydrofoil, leading to a 45% increase in mass over the single-point
optimized design and a 41% mass increase over the NACA 0009 baseline.
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Table 6: Operating conditions and corresponding weights used in the probabilistic multipoint objective (Eq. (21)).

CL Weight, wk
´0.15
0.10
0.30
0.15
0.50
0.25
0.65
0.45
0.75
0.05

Critical metric
Cavitation on pressure side
Drag
Drag
Drag at most frequent operating conditions
Stress, cavitation on suction side

Figure 10: Comparison between the multipoint hydrostructural optimization result (right/blue) and the single-point
hydrostructural optimized (at CL “ 0.65) hydrofoil (left/red). The overall efficiency increased by 5.06% (as indicated
in the text in subplot (a)), with a mass increase of 45% as compared to single-point optimized hydrofoil (at CL “ 0.65).
The single-point optimized hydrofoil violates the stress constraint at CL ą 0.68 (as shown in subplot (b) and Figure 8).
The maximum thickness-to-chord ratio (tmax {c) for the single-point optimized hydrofoil is significantly lower than
the multipoint optimized hydrofoil, except at the root (as shown in subplot (f)), resulted in single-point optimized
hydrofoil not meeting stress constraint. The difference in twist distribution and normalized lift distribution can also be
noted from subplot (g) and (e), respectively. The suction peaks were reduced in the multipoint optimized hydrofoil to
eliminate cavitation at CL “ ´0.15 (as shown in the sectional pressure distributions on the right (in subplot (d)) for
two spanwise locations, z{s “ 0.05, and 0.70).
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In Figure 10(d), the CL “ ´0.15 condition, we can see that the suction peak is just under the
σ “ 1.6 line for the outer profile (z{s “ 0.7) in the multipoint optimized design, indicating that
the cavitation constraint at this condition is active and has a direct effect on the design. This is in
contrast with the single-point optimum case at CL “ 0.65, where the cavitation constraint is not
active. Additionally, since single-point optimized hydrofoil was not designed for CL “ ´0.15,
it exhibits small potential cavitation on the pressure side at that loading condition. Similarly to
the single-point optimized result, there is an increase in cavitation inception speed by 38% at
CL “ 0.65 for an assumed submerged depth of 1 m over the NACA 0009 baseline. At CL “ ´0.15,
while the suction peak for the multipoint optimized foil is lower than the single-point optimized
hydrofoil, the suction peak for the multipoint optimized foil is higher than the baseline, resulting in
an increase of the drag coefficient at CL “ ´0.15 by 2.2%. This increase in CD of the multipoint
hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil over the NACA 0009 baseline at CL “ ´0.15 can be attributed
to: (1) the need for thicker sections from root to tip to withstand the highest and lowest loading
condition at CL “ 0.75 and CL “ ´0.15, respectively, (2) the low probability associated with this
operating condition (see Table 6), and (3) the fact that it is more challenging to decrease the drag
of a cambered wing at a negative lift condition than for a wing with a symmetric profile.
Figure 11 compares the sectional geometry for the NACA 0009 baseline, multipoint optimized
design, and single-point optimized design at ten sections along the span. As the single-point design
was optimized for CL “ 0.65, i.e., high loading or high angle of attack scenario only, and did
not consider the performance at the lower angles of attack, the single-point optimized foil has
slightly higher camber than the multipoint optimized foil (Figure 11). Also, since the loading
near the tip is low, the optimizer reduced the thickness of the single-point optimized design to a
point below the NACA 0009 baseline (which helped lower the mass of the single-point optimized
design and increase the lift-to-drag ratio), but it would not meet the stress constraint for CL ě
0.68, as indicated in the Figure 8. Additionally, the single-point and multipoint hydrostructural
optimized hydrofoil resulted in a similar suction side geometry (see Figure 11), because the suction
side geometry is primarily dictated by the cavitation constraint and drag minimization. To satisfy
the more stringent stress constraint at CL “ 0.75 and to avoid pressure side cavitation at CL “
´0.15, thickness was added to the pressure side to minimize the resultant increase in drag. Note
that although the CL “ 0.75 and CL “ ´0.15 conditions have significantly lower probability of
operation, they have a non-negligible impact on the final optimized design because of the need to
satisfy the stress and cavitation constraints at those extreme operating points.
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Figure 11: Comparison of sectional geometries for the NACA 0009 baseline, the multipoint optimized design, and the
single-point optimized design at ten sections along the span.

To provide one more set of comparisons, we computed the in-air natural frequencies for the
multipoint optimized hydrofoil and compared them to those of the NACA 0009 baseline hydrofoil.
This comparison is shown in Table 7, where we see that the frequencies for the optimized hydrofoil
are significantly higher. This is expected, since the optimized hydrofoil is thicker, which results in
higher stiffness and hence higher frequencies. Figure 12 shows the first four in-air modes of the
multipoint optimized hydrofoil.
Table 7: Comparison of the in-air natural frequency (Hz) for the first four modes.

Mode
1
2
3
4

730

740

NACA 0009
98.4
414.2
784.7
947.1

Optimized
147.8
602.5
1072.1
1108.4

Figure 13 shows the evolution of various quantities throughout the optimization. Converged
cavitation constraint values show that the cavitation critical conditions are CL “ 0.75 and ´0.15,
for the suction side and pressure side, respectively. The converged aggregated strength constraint
values (KSσv ) show that CL “ 0.75 is the strength critical condition.
6.3. Multipoint Hydrostructural versus Multipoint Hydrodynamic Optimization
To demonstrate the need for coupled hydrostructural optimization instead of just hydrodynamic
optimization, we performed a multipoint hydrodynamic shape optimization for comparison. The
problem formulation is the same as the one described in the previous section, except now we only
solve for the hydrodynamics. This means that hydrofoil flexibility is ignored and no strength constraints are enforced. In Figure 14, we compare the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil
and the hydrostructural analysis of the multipoint hydrodynamic optimized hydrofoil. The multipoint hydrodynamic optimized hydrofoil shows an overall efficiency (Eq. (22)) that is 1.17% higher
than the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil. This higher hydrodynamic efficiency is
due to the thinner hydrofoil, which also results in a 27.6% lower mass compared to the multipoint
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Figure 12: First four in-air natural vibration modes and frequencies for the multipoint optimized hydrofoil.
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hydrostructural optimized design. However, as shown in the second row of Figure 14, the stress
constraint for the multipoint hydrodynamic optimized design is violated at CL “ 0.75, which
makes this design impractical. In Figure 14(f) and (g), we compare the spanwise twist and maximum thickness-to-chord distributions for the multipoint hydrostructural optimized design, with the
multipoint hydrodynamic optimized design.
To further analyze the difference between the various hydrofoils, we compare the fatigue stress
constraint (1.1σv {σs,f ) and foil tip bending displacement (δtip {s) in Figure 15 over the range of
operation conditions for the NACA 0009 baseline, multipoint hydrostructural design, and the multipoint hydrodynamic design. The solid gray line represents the fatigue stress constraint. While the
original tapered NACA 0009 hydrofoil violates the stress constraint for CL ą 0.35, the multipoint
hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil satisfies the stress constraint for up to CL “ 0.75, the highest
loading condition. Since the multipoint hydrodynamic optimized hydrofoil does not enforce stress
constraints, it results in a thinner foil that violates the stress constraint for CL ě 0.30. This makes
the hydrodynamic design impractical for actual operation.
In the bottom of Figure 15, we plot the maximum tip bending deformation (δtip ) normalized
by the wetted span length (s “ 300 mm) over the range of operational conditions for the various
designs. The multipoint hydrostructural optimized design exhibits much lower bending deformations, which is consistent with the fact that it has thicker cross sections and hence higher stiffness
and frequencies, as observed in Figure 12 and Table 7.
6.4. Optimization of a Morphing Hydrofoil
The capability to morph the shape of a hydrofoil has the potential to further increase the overall efficiency. To evaluate the best theoretical performance that could be achieved, we assume a
morphing technology with the ability to change its shape with complete freedom. This is currently
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Figure 13: Evolution of overall efficiency, cavitation constraints, and stress constraints throughout the multipoint
hydrostructural optimization. The design is driven by the cavitation constraints at CL “ 0.75 and ´0.15, as well as
the strength constraint at CL “ 0.75.
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impossible, since for our solid hydrofoil, it would imply a change in mass. However, the motivation of this comparison is to evaluate an upper bound of the benefits due to morphing, and not
necessarily to obtain a practical result.
The design optimization of such an hypothetical morphing hydrofoil corresponds to performing
independent single-point hydrostructural optimization at multiple lift coefficients. We chose the
same five CL values used in the multipoint optimization problem (´0.15, 0.30, 0.50, 0.65, 0.75) to
be able to do a more direct comparison. Similar to previous results, in addition to the lift constraint,
aggregated stress constraint on the von Mises stress, and cavitation constraint are also imposed for
the five CL values. Additionally, as mentioned earlier, mass is allowed to vary and we do not have
a constraint on the mass between different CL values to illustrate the best possible performance
that can be achieved at each CL point.
Table 8 reports the improvement in lift-to-drag ratio for the morphing hydrofoil compared
to the NACA 0009 baseline and the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil. The liftto-drag ratio improvement compared to the baseline ranges from 10.03% at CL “ ´0.15 to a
maximum improvement of 14.77% at CL “ 0.75. However, note that the improvements in lift-todrag ratio are only slightly better than the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil with a
fixed geometry, except for CL “ ´0.15, where the probability of operation is low.
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Figure 14: Comparison between multipoint hydrostructural optimization (left/blue) and multipoint hydrodynamic optimization (right/red). While the hydrodynamic-only optimized hydrofoil has a higher overall efficiency (as indicated
in the text in subplot (a)) and lower mass, it violates the stress constraint at CL ą 0.35 (as shown in subplot (b) and
Figure 15). The maximum thickness-to-chord ratio (tmax {c) for the hydrodynamic-only hydrofoil is significantly lower
than the hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil (as shown in subplot (f)), resulted in hydrodynamic-only hydrofoil not
meeting the stress constraint for CL ě 0.30. The difference in twist distribution and normalized lift distribution can
also be noted from subplot (g) and (e), respectively. The sectional pressure distribution (Cp ) and geometric profile at
two spanwise section (z{s “ 0.05, and 0.70) are shown in subplot (d).

Figure 16 compares the twist and thickness distribution for the NACA 0009 baseline and the
morphing hydrofoil at various CL values. The thickness increases with increasing CL , particularly
near the root, to satisfy the stress constraints at the particular CL .
Figure 17 shows that the leading edge radius and camber of the morphing hydrofoil increased
with increasing CL to achieve the highest efficiency while avoiding cavitation, and satisfying the
stress constraint. The results illustrate that the drastic changes in the hydrofoil camber, thickness, and twist distributions are needed for the morphing hydrofoil with varying CL , which is not
achievable with today’s technology.
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Figure 15: Comparison between the fatigue stress constraint and the non-dimensional tip bending deformation for the
various designs versus CL . While the NACA 0009 baseline and the multipoint hydrodynamic optimized design does
not meet the stress constraint for CL ě 0.35 and CL ě 0.3, respectively, the multipoint hydrostructural optimized
design meets the stress constraint up to CL “ 0.75, the highest expected loading condition.
Table 8: Lift-to-drag ratio improvement for the hypothetical morphing optimized hydrofoil compared to multipoint
hydrostructural design and NACA 0009 baseline.

CL
´0.15
0.30
0.50
0.65
0.75

790

800

NACA 0009
CL {CD
´11.36
17.34
19.01
17.95
16.67

Morphing
CL {CD
´12.50
19.10
21.18
20.18
19.13

Multipoint hydrostructural
Morphing
improvement (%)
improvement (%)
´1.70
10.03
7.70
10.19
10.10
11.44
9.02
12.46
13.32
14.77

6.5. Performance Comparison
In Figure 18, we plot the lift-to-drag ratio over a wide range of lift coefficients for the previously
presented designs: the NACA 0009 baseline, the single-point hydrostructural design optimized at
CL “ 0.65, the multipoint hydrostructural design, and the morphing hydrofoil obtained using
single-point hydrostructural optimized design at each CL . We do not show the multipoint hydrodynamic design, because it violates the strength constraint for CL ě 0.30 and is thus an impractical
design. As expected, the morphing hydrofoil optimized at each CL shows the best possible performance at each point. Nevertheless, the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil with fixed
geometry follows this best case scenario closely. As shown earlier, the single-point optimized
hydrofoil at CL “ 0.65 has the poorest performance for CL ď 0.3. Additionally, single-point
optimized do not meet the stress constraint for CL ě 0.68.
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Figure 16: Comparison of twist and maximum thickness-to-chord ratio (tmax {c) distribution for the NACA 0009
baseline and the morphing hydrofoil at various CL values.

Figure 17: Comparison of sectional geometries for the NACA 0009 baseline and morphing hydrofoil. Twist and
thickness increase with increasing CL for the morphing hydrofoil.

As explained earlier, the hypothetical morphing hydrofoil is not currently achievable. Thus,
we focus on the multipoint hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil with fixed geometry. This multipoint optimum hydrofoil performs better than the NACA 0009 baseline for the whole range of
operating conditions except for a small range just below CL “ 0.1, where the performance is similar. As shown in Table 9, the multipoint hydrostructural design leads to 8.53% increase in overall
efficiency compared to the NACA 0009 baseline.
Table 9 compares the overall efficiency increase over the NACA 0009 baseline and the CPU
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Figure 18: Lift-to-drag ratio over a range of operational conditions (CL ) for the NACA 0009 baseline and the various
optimized hydrofoils. The multipoint hydrostructural design with fixed geometry provides a a good performance over
the whole range, but the hypothetical morphing hydrofoil performance is even better for the optimized points.
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time required when using 192 processors. The benefit of multipoint hydrostructural optimization
over the single-point optimization can be seen in this table.
As explained earlier, the hypothetical morphing hydrofoil with optimized geometry at each
CL is the most efficient, but it is impossible to achieve unless there is an robust active morphing
capability.
In Table 9 we also compared the CPU time required for each optimization. The time required
by the multipoint optimization is approximately equal to the time taken by one single-point optimization times the number of design points. The time required for the hydrostructural optimization
is about 30% higher than the hydrodynamic optimization, but it is worthwhile because hydrostructural optimization is needed to achieve a structurally sound design.
Table 9: Overall efficiency increase for the various designs (Eq. (22)) and CPU wall time.

Single-point
hydrostructural
Overall efficiency increase
6.59%
Stress constraint satisfied
Yes
Wall time (192 cores)
12 h

Multipoint
hydrostructural
8.53%
Yes
51 h
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Multipoint
hydrodynamic
9.54%
No
36 h

Morphing
hydrostructural
11.78%
Yes
60 h

7. Conclusions
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We presented an efficient high-fidelity hydrostructural design optimization approach capable
of optimizing the hydrofoil shape while considering multiple operating conditions, fluid-structure
interaction response, stress constraints, minimum thickness constraints (for ease of manufacturing
and handling), and cavitation constraints. The hydrostructural optimization was performed with
210 design variables, enabling the full shape optimization in 3-D, and opening the door to a variety
of hydrofoil and marine propulsor design applications.
We demonstrated and validated the approach on a cantilevered aluminum NACA 0009 tapered
hydrofoil with no sweep at Re “ 1.0 ˆ 106 and V “ 12.4 m/s. The coupled hydrostructural
solver was validated against experimental measurements for in-air natural frequencies, hydrodynamic load coefficients, and tip bending deformations. Good agreement was achieved between the
numerical predictions and the experimental measurements: The average difference in the CL and
CM predictions was 3.5%, the average difference in CD predictions was 5.4%, the average difference in tip bending deflection was 5.5%, and the difference in the first in-air natural frequency was
1.6%.
To demonstrate the RANS-based hydrostructural design optimization approach, we started
from the NACA 0009 baseline and performed a series of shape optimizations. We started with
an optimization considering a single operating condition (CL “ 0.65). This resulted in an increase
in overall efficiency of 12.4%, a mass reduction of 2.5%, and an increase in the cavitation inception
speed by 45%, when compared to the original NACA 0009 baseline. The simultaneous increase
in efficiency and reduction in mass are significant considering that the hydrostructural optimized
foil was much thicker than the NACA 0009 baseline, particularly near the root, in order to satisfy
the stress constraint (which the NACA 0009 did not satisfy). However, the single-point optimized
hydrofoil was found to perform worse than the NACA 0009 baseline away from the design CL .
A five-point multipoint optimization was carried out, with 210 design variables and constraints
on cavitation, manufacturing thicknesses, and maximum stress. The results show that the multipoint optimized geometry lead to an overall increase in efficiency of 8.53%, and an increase in
cavitation inception speed by 38% (at CL “ 0.65), when compared to the NACA 0009 baseline
hydrofoil. Moreover, the multipoint optimized geometry was able to satisfy the stress constraint up
to the highest loading at CL “ 0.75, while the NACA 0009 baseline violates the stress constraint
for CL ď 0.3.
We also carried out a hydrodynamic-only multipoint optimization, similar to the results presented in [14], to demonstrate the need for including structural flexibility and stress constraints.
The results show that the hydrodynamic-only optimized foil leads to a completely different geometry than that obtained with the hydrostructural optimized hydrofoil, and that the hydrodynamiconly optimized foil violates the stress constraints. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out hydrostructural optimization to achieve a truly optimal, physically realizable, and structurally sound design.
Through the various optimization cases, we showed that the proposed hydrostructural design
optimization can consider a variety of objective and constraints while optimizing with respect to a
large number of shape design variables (210) and over a range of expected operating conditions.
Other work based on this same approach applied to aircraft design has shown that planform shape
variables (such as sweep and span) and structural sizing variables can also be considered [45].
Given the CPU wall time for the multipoint hydrostructural optimizations (around 50 h using 192
processors), it is possible to perform such optimizations overnight using 1,000 processors. With
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such a short design cycle, the proposed approach has the potential to revolutionize the design of
the next generation of advanced hydrofoils and marine propulsors.
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